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A behind-the-scenes analysis of 21 essential leadership principles from the life of Billy Graham
Billy Graham looms large as one of the twentieth century's most influential and innovative
leaders. Most people are unaware of his remarkable effectiveness as not only preacher and
pastor, but as a CEO and a global leader as well. The Leadership Secrets of Billy Graham is full
of transferable applications for leaders in the church, parachurch, academia, government, and
business. Lively interviews with his closest associates illustrate 21 principles that have driven six
decades of visionary impact. First-hand accounts reveal stories of courageous leadership and
growth through painful lessons. Graham's relentless application of core beliefs and leadership
principles have resulted in, among many honors, being listed in Gallup's ten "most admired
men" thirty times, more than anyone else. Time magazine named him one of the top ten leaders
of the twentieth century. This book asks: How did this happen? What are the essentials he
embraced to achieve such extraordinary results? What can we learn from him and apply to our
own leadership roles? This book is dedicated to those readers . Who sense the pressing need in
today's world for inspired leadership . Who rise to leadership's high calling and are willing to
carry its weight . Who are determined to deepen and expand their capacities and effectiveness

From the Back CoverA behind-the-scenes analysis of 21 essential leadership principles from the
life of Billy GrahamBilly Graham looms large as one of the twentieth century's most influential
and innovative leaders. Most people are unaware of his remarkable effectiveness as not only
preacher and pastor, but as a CEO and a global leader as well.The Leadership Secrets of Billy
Graham is full of transferable applications for leaders in the church, parachurch, academia,
government, and business. Lively interviews with his closest associates illustrate 21 principles
that have driven six decades of visionary impact. First-hand accounts reveal stories of
courageous leadership and growth through painful lessons.Graham's relentless application of
core beliefs and leadership principles have resulted in, among many honors, being listed in
Gallup's ten "most admired men" thirty times, more than anyone else. Time magazine named
him one of the top ten leaders of the twentieth century. This book asks: How did this happen?
What are the essentials he embraced to achieve such extraordinary results? What can we learn
from him and apply to our own leadership roles?This book is dedicated to those readers. Who
sense the pressing need in today's world for inspired leadership. Who rise to leadership's high
calling and are willing to carry its weight. Who are determined to deepen and expand their
capacities and effectivenessAbout the AuthorHarold Myra served as the president and CEO of
Christianity Today International, has taught at Wheaton College Graduate School, and is the
author of several books, including Leaders and Surprised by Children. He and his family reside
in the Chicago suburbs.Marshall Shelley is a vice preisdent of Christianity Today, and editor of



Leadership Journal. He is the author of a number of books, including Well-Inspired Dragons. He
and his family live in the Chicago suburbs.
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Randall G. Bretz, “Leadership is about others. The Leadership Secrets of Billy Graham aren't
really secrets, but rather a look into how this man of God has operated since his call to serve the
Lord as the main spokesman and leader of an international organization focused on sharing the
Good News with people throughout the world. He clearly has illustrated that leadership isn't
about him, but in finding good people and placing responsiblity and trust in those people. Much
literature on leadership looks at how supposed leaders get action out of those who follow.
Graham, by contrast, has an ability to find good people and then steps aside to let them use
their God given talents. Leadership is about empowering those around you, not forcing your
vision on them. Leadership is about helping them succeed, not pushing to make things happen
according to your desires. Graham's leadership is bathed in prayer for those around him,
seeking the Lord's desire.”

Robert & Cindy Lovelace, “Great read. This was a college book. Great read. This was a college
book requirement”

JJH, “Excellent Information. This is an amazing book. I had read the autobiography of Billy
Graham before I read this one and I think that made a great difference. I had the background to
relate to when reading it. The book gave great examples of leadership and how to implement
them. Using, of course, Billy Graham as an example. Very, very good! I would highly recommend
it!”

Jtown, “A lot of history with lessons mixed in. In this book you will learn more about Billy Graham
than you mave be able from other ways. It also gives you the abilty to see how God inspired Billy
and gave him the example to lead.  Great book.”

KMG, “Loved it!!!. Absolutely great book!”

Michael Curnow, “Good Leadership Review Book. Great insights and quotes. I thought it was
interesting that even some of the issues in the 50's and 60's still apply today.”

William E. Hendry, “Billy. A great book. You don't build the kind of organization Billy has made
without the vision and energy to make it work. Of course, Billy's huge advantage: God is on his
side!”

clement, “Comments and rating. This was a good and fantastic service. The product is good
and I will recomment the service to anyone.Best of luck.”

T Ogunyale, “Book is intuitive and enlighten about the Man of God .... Book is intuitive and



enlighten about the Man of God who was captured at a young age to be an "Ambassador for
Christ." I am richly blessed for many expositions in the book.”

The book by Napoleon Hill has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 74 people have provided feedback.
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